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EXCHANGE RATES

ASF(Acrylic Staple fiber)

U.S Futures Daily Cotton Market- 30-10-2021

Hot Melt / Low Melt-30-10-2021

Cotton Market Price
Cotlook ‘A’ Index- 119.95 (30.10.2021)
Indian Cotton – as on 30.10.2021

High Tenacity Yarn-30-10-2021

Aramid-30-10-2021

*For natural reduce USD 2.50/Kgs from above prices

China Cotton Index (CC Index)

Cotton yarn prices – India – 30-10-2021

*For Black please add USD 2.50/Kgs in above prices. NFPA
2112 passed , FOB

VSF - 30-10-2021

Yarn prices are expected to remain firm in short term
based on good demand in domestic market and higher
raw cotton prices.
*Above prices are based on exports

PSF china

100% PP Non Woven Fabric
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS

NATIONAL NEWS

US to levy AD on polyester textured yarn from 4

Textile sector worries over proposed GST rate

Asian nations

hike from 5% to 12%

Australia’s exports to China are jumping despite

Guj frontrunner for India’s 1st mega textile park

their trade fight

Festival season fuels India’s return to world-

China Cotton Index to move down considerably by

beating growth

end of 2021

PPP

UK economy forecast to return to pre-COVID level

government’s move to shift them to market

by year-end, grow 6.5% GDP in 2021

pricing

China-Plus-One to push Indian textile exports to

Cotton price touches record high of Rs 8,105

$65 bn by 2026: Study

per quintal at Enumamula agriculture market

Ralph Lauren & Soil Health Institute unveil new US

Rallis India seeks ‘no objection’ to hold GM

cotton program

cotton, maize trials

Germany cuts 2021 GDP growth forecast, lifts

Anger over delay in compensation for damaged

2022 estimate, say sources

cotton crop: Channi’s posters torn up in

Myanmar heading towards economic crisis

Bathinda

operators

at

major

ports

hail

Cotton prices soar in Adilabad, Warangal

the

PRODUCT PROFILE
ANTI-MOSQUITO YARN
Mosquito repelling textiles are the ones that have the
character of repelling mosquitoes. This feature was
developed as a need in sense of protection from the
mosquitoes in the areas which are habitats of the
mosquitoes.
To impart this feature, the textile material is given an antimosquito finish with an agent. This agent is capable of
being

used

on

textiles

without

spoiling

their

characteristics and has good washing fastness.

Textiles treated with mosquito repellent is a revolutionary

Cotton fabric with the following specification was

innovation to protect human from the bites of mosquito-

scoured and bleached prior to the application of finish.

borne diseases such as Dengue, malaria & many others.

Fabric Count: 80 x 80

This peculiarity was produced as needed in the feeling of

Yarn Count: 60s Combed X 60s Combed

assurance from mosquitoes in the regions which are

GSM: 180

territories of the mosquitoes and inclined to disease. To

Type of weave: Plain

impart this feature, the textiles are given a treatment of

Chemicals Used: N-N Diethyl Benz amide

mosquito repellent agent capable of being utilized and

Dyeing process: The sheath portion can be dyed when
the textiles are covered with any yarn such as polyester,
viscose etc.
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without ruining their characteristics. The utilization of
anti-agents to dress & different fabrics is best contrasted
with skin application in light of the fact that it lessens the
probability of unfavorably susceptible responses.
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